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1. The question of oscillations in neutrino beams has 
been discussed for some time /1-7 I. To start with, we 
list below the various schemes which have been treated 
recently. 

i) In reference /6/ neutrino oscillations were con-
sidered on the basis of a theory /8,6/ of the weak in
teraction of four leptons, which is fully analogous to the 
theory of the weak interaction of four quarks /9/. In 
this scheme the two neutrinos fields v and v', describing 
particles with definite masses m and m' different from 
zero, enter the interaction through the two orthogonal 
combinations 

v = vcosO + v'sinO, 
e 

v = -v sinO + v'cosO, 
p. 

where 0 is a mixing angle, which a priori has nothing to 
do with the hadron Cabibbo angle. In this scheme v e and 
v P. are not stationary state1 and the oscillations v e ':. vI!, 
fT e ':. i7 arise, the origin bf which can be traced to tlie 
mass difference fm -m'f.Let us empha'size here that, first, 
in this scheme the overall number of neutral lepton states 
is 8 (2 four-component neutrinos) and that, second, in 
the case of maximum mixing (0 = JL.) , the properly 
averaged intensity of v e at large dista'bces from a source 
of v ~ (let us say the Sun) is equal to 1/2 of the intensity 
expected when oscillations are absent. 
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ii) In references /5, 7 I a scheme was considered 
which is a generalization of the proceeding case to that 
of N four-component neutrinos with masses different 
from zero ( 4N states). Here too oscillations will take 
place, as the particles entering the weak interaction will 
not be described by stationary states and will be orthogo
nal mixtures of the mass eigenstates.As an example, if 
the mixing is maximum, the average intensity at the Earth 
of v e from the Sun is equal to VN of the intensity of 
solar neutrinos expected in the absence of oscillations. 
Let us note that in references /10, 11/ arguments are 
given in favour of the hypothesis that in nature there are 
more than two neutral leptons. 

iii) In the preceeding schemes the lepton charge is 
supposed to be strictly conserved. In reference /2/ the 
case is considered of lepton charge violation. It is assumed 
that there exist two types of neutrinos with only four 
states. This means, in fact, that the bare particles have 
masses equal to zero; neutrino masses arise through 
the interaction which violates the lepton charge. In such 
a scheme the particles with definite masses are two 
Majorana neutrinos with different masses, while v e and 
I/ 11 are no longer stationary sta!es. ~he only oscillations 
which arise are v e ':-. v 11 and v e <:. v • 

The schemes i) and iii) are clearfy different in their 
physical content, but as far as oscillations are concerned, 
they give identical results. For example they both lead 
to a decrease of the average intensity of v e at the Earth 
from the Sun by a factor of two at most with respect to 
the "expected" intensity. 

2. In the present paper we discuss a scheme which 
is a generalization of all the preceeding schemes. Let us 
assume that the masses of ve and v 11 are different from 
zero (8 states in all). The usual charged current has the 
form 

j = (~ Ly eL) + (~ Ly 11 L)' a e a p. a (1) 

where 

4 

veL 
1 + Y5 

ve 
2 

and so on. Obviously the current (1) conserves muon 
and lepton charges .Only the left components of the lepton 
fields participate in the above currents; however , the 
right components of neutrino fields could participate in 
the weak interaction together with new charged leptons, 
as it is required by vector-like theories /10, ll/. Let us 
now suppose that in the Hamiltonian an additional term 
is present which violates lepton and muon charges. As 
we shall see, this implies that the particles with definite 
masses are Majorana neutrinos (obviously four, as we 
started with two four-component spinors). 

If CP invariance is assumed for simplicity, the Ha
miltonian describing the above mentioned violations of 
leptons charges is 

H 1 = -v~ M1 vL + 
-c -
vLMZvR + 1tM 3vR + h.c., (2) 

( 
ve 

where v = v ) 
f.1 

(here v 
e 

and v
11 

are the neutrino 

fields, 1 ± YLv) 
vL,R = ---2-· 

(

m(i) 

M i = ee 
m (i)) 

11 e (i = 1, 2) , 

m(i) m(i) 
11-e ,_,.,_,. 

M3= ( 0 

\ m (3) 

\ ll e 

m (3)) 
ep. 

' 
0 

vc is the charge-conjugated spinor, and the parameters 
me e etc., have the dimensions of a mass and characterise 
the various lepton charge violations. Let us remark here 
that parity conservation of the interaction (2) would imply 
that M =M and m(3) = m(3) • 

The1 fifst term M expi:l~ssion (2) is the Hamiltonian 
introduced in reference /2/: 

- c (l )- c ( l) - c 
v M v +h. c. = m v Rv L + m v R v L + R l L ee e e p.p. f.1 J.L 
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+m(l)(;cv +-;:;cv )+h.c. 
pe eR pL pR eL (3) 

The second and third terms in expression (2) are con
nected with the starting assumptions (two four component 
massive neutrinos) . In addition to the Hamiltonian (2), 
the present scheme implies a lepton charge conserving 
mass term 

H = v M ~, + h . c . , 
0 L 0 R 

(4) 

where 
m 0 

M 
c 

( 0 (5) ) 
n. J1 

and m c, m 
11 

are the bare masses of the four component 
neutrinos. It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian H = II +H 
can be written: 0 

I 

- - - - T 
H=xMx+xMv+vM v+xM x 

I I I 2 2 "'"2 A I 12 A2 2 I2 I ' 

where 

and 

MI2 = .l.(Mo + M 3) 
2 

( 

v + vc ) eL eR 
X =V +Vc= ' 

I L R v + vc 
pL J1 R 

( 

v + vc ) c eR eL 
X =V +V = 

2 R L c 
v pR + v JlL 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

are four Majorana fields. Compactly the expression (6) 
has the form 

H = xMx, 
where x=(X 1) and M is the 4x4 matrix 

X2 
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I 

I 

M =(M1 M12)· 
MT M 12 2 

(10) 

The diagonalization of this matrix gives 

4 -
H = ~ m.¢.¢.. (11) 

i = 1 I I 1 

Here m i are eigenvalues of the matrix (10), and 
4 

¢. = ~ U. X , (12) 
1 a=I ra a 

where U is the orthogonal 4x4 matrix which diagonalizes 
the matrix (10). It is seen that particles with definite 
masses m i are four Majorana neutrinos described by the 
fields ¢ i . The neutrino fields which do participate in 
the usual weak interaction are a coherent superposition 
of ¢ i and the corresponding particles v e' v/1 ' ve ' vjl are 
no more described by stationary states. Accordmg to 
(12), the state vector at the time t of a beam, which 
initially <t=O> consists of v e or v

11 
, is 

~ (j ,(t)iv 'I>+~ (ja, (t)i;:;-a'L >, (a=l,2),(13) 
, ' ? aa a " '-3 4 a a="',.... a- , 

where 

4 -iE.t. 
(j ,(t) = ~ U . e 1 U. , (14) 

aa i= 1 1a 1a 

and E i is the energy in the lab. syst. The state vector of 
a beam which initially consists of ;:; or ;:; is clearly 

e 11 

~ d' ,(t)i;:;- 'R > + ~ d' ,(t)iv 'R>.(a= 1,2). (15) 
a'=l,2 aa a a~3,4 aa a 

From expressions (13) and (15) one can easily obtain 
the probability of finding any given type of neutrinos, 
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(interacting or not interacting through the usual weak 
interaction (1)), at the time t for any initial <t=O> neut
rino state. For example the intensity Iv <R, p) of 
usual electron neutrinos with impulse p eat a distance 
R from a source of v e is*: 

( o [ 4 2 1 2 R I R,p) =I <R,p) 2U. 1 + 2 U. 1 Uk 1cos2rr--], 
v v . I . 'k I L 

e e I I =f ik 
(16) 

where I~ (R, p) is the intensity of ve which would be 
expected lh the absence of oscillations, 

Lik = 
4rrp (17) 

l m2-m21 
i k 

are oscillation lengths. The physical consequences of 
oscillation phenomena described by the expression (16) 
and by similar expressions will be observable only if 
the oscillation lengths are comparable with or smaller than 
the distance from the source to the detector. 

3. Recent measurements 1121 of the ~~ spectrum 
of 3H yield a value mil < 35 eV; interpreted according 
to the point of view expressed in ref. 1161, (substantial 
mixing), they suggest that the masses of all the Majorana 
neutrinos are less than 35 eV. Reactor experiments 113 I , 
in which the cross section for the process ve+n->e+p was 
measured, imply that lmi- mkl :S 1 eV. 

In order to observe some consequences of oscillation 
phenomena one should work with relatively low energy 
neutrinos at sufficiently large distances between the 
detector and the neutrino source, that is one should con-

*We denote here usual electron and muon neutrinos 
and antineutrinos ve , v11 , v e , v . New particles will 
be denoted in a self-explanatory ;.fay, for example, v eR, 
etc. 
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sider experiments at reactor, meson factories and espe
cially solar neutrino experiments /14-161 *. 

This last case can be treated in terms of expression 
(16). According to any realistic situation one must average 
the expression (16) over the neutrino spectrum, the 
dimensions of the active Sun region and so on. The rela
tion between the average intensity Iv e and the intensity 
I~ expected in absence of oscillations can be written c 
as 

IV = 81~ 
c e 

In our case 
4 4 o = 2 U.

1 i = 1 I 

(18) 

(19) 

It is easy to see that om in= 1 I 4, which is obtained when 
all the values lJ f1 are equal. 

Such maximum decrease in the expected intensity of v e 

is connected with oscillations of the type v <- v , 
e -> Jl: 

v ':, v L, , v ':. i7"L. As far as the weak interaction .e .e e f1 • 
mvolvmg charged currents 1s concerned, low energy 
particles v , veL , vflL are "sterile" **, SO that the 
intensity offl detectable neutrinos decreases at most by 
a factor four, as it was already stated above. Note 
that in the scheme ii) with four types of neutrinos a value 
ornin = l/4 is obtained as well as in our scheme with only 
two types of neutrinos. 

Thus the problem as to whether neutrinos taking place 
in the weak interaction are a coherent superposition 

*Some consequences of neutrino oscillations for the 
neutrino astronomy of the Sun have been previously 
discussed in ref. 11-71. 

** "Sterility", however, is a relative notion; low energy 
particles vfl , veL , v11 L could be scattered due to pos
sible neutral currents and in principle might be detec
table in the future. Incidentally, in addition to v f1 at high 
energy veL , v J1L might be. active because of possible 
right charged currents. 
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of massive particles can be solved, in principle, by mea
suring the intensity Iv of solar neutrinos and compa
ring it with the intensify I~ which would be expected 
in absence of oscillations. cfearly the last intensity must 
be estimated in a reliable way. This requirement implies 
that one must detect neutrinos from the main thermo
nuclear reaction on the Sun p + p -. d + e + + ve (and or from 
the reaction e- + p + p-. d + v ); fortunately the possibility p 

of fullfilling such a program is becoming real with the 
recent development of the Ga-Ge radiochemical method 
of detecting low energy neutrinos /17, I!l/. 

4. So far we have been discussing the case of two 
four-component neutrinos under the assumption that 
in the Hamiltonian a term violating the lepton charges 
is present .. This implies that the particles with definite 
masses are four Majorana neutrinos. If N four-compo
nent neutrinos participate in the weak interaction under 
the same assumptions, the field of every one of them will 
be a mixture of 2N Majorana fields *. The minimum 
mean intensity of non-sterile neutrinos, let us say solar 
v c , is l/2.1\1 of the intensity expected in the absence of 
oscillations, that is o min= 1/2N. Should oscillations really 
exist in nature and should N turn out to be uncomfortably 
large, the future of neutrino astronomy probably will have 
to rely on the detection of neutral current processes, 
a very difficult task indeed. 

5. In conclusion let us stress that the main points 
related to oscillation phenomena are: finite neutrino 

*In this scheme the analogy between leptons and quarks 
is not lost. The quarks and the charged leptons, which do 
have baryon andjor electrical charges, participate in the 
weak interaction as four-component spinors; neutral 
leptons, not having any charge, are (two component) 
Majorana fermions, whereby only mixtures of them do 
enter the weak interaction. It would be attractive from 
an easthetic point of view if in the lepton family all the 
neutral mass eigenstates were described by Majorana 
fields. 
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masses; neutrino mixing, lepton charge violation, number 
of neutrino types. Thus the questions which might be 
answered in experiments based on the neutrino oscilla
tion ideology directly concern the very nature of neutrinos. 
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